Features

Layered Process Audit (LPA) is a tool for
the consistent implementation of process
standards to improve product quality.
When done right, LPA can also improve
employee satisfaction, cost of quality and
camaraderie among teams. However,
getting LPA right is rare.
With iAudited.com, we unleash the full
power of LPA. Instantly review years' worth
of audit-data to identify best-practices and
apply read-across. Our AI-driven audits
present questions with a higher risk of
failure. Picture and video-cues, transform
any employee into an expert auditor in a
few seconds. LPA is officially recognized
by AIAG® and also mandated by GM®
and Fiat-Chrysler® for their suppliers.

Digital checklist
Create and track action-plans
Tablet & mobile friendly
Audit in offline mode
Time-stamped and geo-tagged
Artificial Intelligence driven*
Team collaboration
As easy to use as Gmail™
Photo & video cues for auditors
Setup in less than 10 minutes
No-dedicated admin
Seamlessly connect with your ERP
and other apps (Oracle, SAP,
Asana, Wrike etc.)
RoI of less than 4 months

SaaS or On-promises
Over 25 languages
24x7 support
Try free for 45 days

The future of LAYERED
PROCESS AUDITS is here.
www.iaudited.com

Benefits
Reduced cost of quality
Preventive approach
Error-proofing validation by all
Validation of 5S and SOPs that are
not part of the control plan
Can't game the system
Mitigation of safety concerns
Management can increase
acquaintance with the factory-floor
Knowledge sharing & camaraderie
among teams
Crowd-souring and
institutionalization of microinnovations from all levels
(operators to the plant manager)

Data-security: It's reasonable to be
concerned with data-security given a news
headline every other day of a data-breach
at some big-name company. Which is why
we went into an overkill and applied
security features typical of only banks and
digital payment gateways. This includes
end-to-end encryption on top of the
standard TLS certificate and credentialshashing. Have your IT staff talk to us for
more information on our protocols. You
can also opt for on-premises mode.
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